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About This Game

Demolition, Inc. is a new action strategy game: Assume the role of the daring demolition worker Mike and start a devastating
chain reaction on earth. Use cool tools and weapons and expand your destructive powers!

Navigate Mike's UFO over cities of earth and unfold complete chaos with your tools and weapons: Cars which drive into tower
blocks and let them collapse, high-rises which fall onto other high-rises, and exploding cows which let whole streets of houses

come tumbling down!
Demolition, Inc. is 100% physics technology: nothing is predetermined, and nothing is pre-animated. Only you make a

determination what you do and what you see! Every time you play will have a unique experience.

Key features

Ground-breaking technology - Car and building physics are fully simulated. Everything is destructible and nothing is
pre-animated. No game round is like the other.

Combining action and strategy - Use the endless possibilities of combining your tools and weapons to make
devastating chain reactions. Only this way you can manage to tear down whole cities before the army arrives!

Tools and Weapons - Use you tractor beam to take control of cars, place anti-gravity ramps to maximize damage, use
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the huge wrecking ball to make way. Improve your skills on the way and unlock breathtaking and crazy new tools and
weapons!

Exciting levels - Three cities and 15 districts are awaiting to be demolished by you and lead to their true destination!

Campaign mode - Fulfill your mission and destroy on city after the other. By cunning use of your tools and weapons
you will turn district after district to rubble!

Rampage mode - Limitless destruction. Go mayhem with all your tools and weapons you have unlocked. The level is
your playground and you experience new breathtaking scenes of destruction anew over and over again.

Online high scores - Compare your skills with those of your friends and the world-wide steam community. Play against
the clock or try to make as many points as possible by demolishing districts in a creative way!
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Want to watch the movie but it won't launch when I click "watch" on steam. I've seen the movie and know it's great but my wife
hasn't and I figured we could watch it. Please fix your stream steam!

EDIT: Jenkmeister pointed out that if you're using Steam Beta Client the movie won't work. I opted out of Beta Client and IT
WORKS NOW! Thanks again buddy!. This is a very well written game with many missions and no bugs. Simple to play but
challenging. My highest recommendation. Worth every cent. :). As a fan of space games, and the Homeworld aesthetic I was
drawn to this game. It's beautiful, fun, and not stressful to take 5 - 10 minutes playing.. I said I'd write a review for this game on
one of the steam forms and by god I'm going to

I haven't had a game challenge me and make me laugh like this in a long time

Tiles is an amzing smart fun game with so much fun to be had great sound track great idea and great map creator and
community map player local mp works perfectly its everything it looks like no hidden stuff nothing just a small fun little game

it feels like the developer wanted this game and said "you know what I'm gonna make myself a game and mabye others will ilke
it to" it feels like a great game to point to and say that right theres a good indie game I'd say it was worth every cent I paid for it
and I'm happy to support the developer. I love this demo. I see how it is easy to get motion sickness from. Just take your time
and look straight when you're moving. I really want a Deus Ex VR game. The NPC models at the end are amazing.

I'm currently playing Deus Ex Mankind Divided and this demo really brought the universe to life for me.. The weird girly anime
theme of this game almost kept me from playing it, however after watching a gameplay video I decided to give it a try. After the
first hour of play I couldn't stop playing.
The game is a combination of plants vs zombies, tactical/RPG and anime, a weird combination that somehow works really well.
The story takes some time to get going but by the end I was actually interested in finding out would happen.. Its been around for
a while.. But its still an awesome game.. I'm going to say the obvious and say this game is cool as ♥♥♥♥ ,it's in early
development but bugs and fixes will be buffed out the chrome to make it even better.

In other terms this plays like a faster power stone with a few new interesting quirks TBH I would recommend this to anyone that
wants to have a good time with friends and beat the shot out of each other. SpaceCom brings out the fundamental principles of
RTS genre and presents them as a fast-paced pure strategy game.
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So much better than Fallout 4 and GTA VI.
I think this is a really emotional game, full of drama, action. Best game ever. 420/69. Incas are pretty good. Spain's OP if you do
find a wonder early game. Overall pretty nice!. Super addictive for such a simple concept. I heard a lot of hype about this game
but avoided buying it because I knew I'd experience everything the game had to offer within 2 minutes. Turns out that was in
fact true, but it's instantly become the first game I spin up when I pull out the Vive. I put on some workout jams in my steam
music player and let myself get into the groove of rapidly identifying bombs and swinging away.

Things I'd recommend to improve:
Gravity bomb mode - bomb feels like it takes too much 'force' to keep it going, and the fact that it's able to fall down near your
feet makes it really awkward to try and keep the ball alive.

Menus - Other menu buttons remain punchable even after you've punched your main selection. If you do a swiping style punch
you can trigger multiple buttons.

Combos - Any kind of tool tip indicating the purpose of combos. I keep my combo score high because it's fun but have
absolutely no idea how it's contributing to my score, if at all. Singleplayer in a Worms game is usually a bad mix. The AI wasn't
improved so you'll enjoy near impossible cheap shots from them. Even at 50 cents this felt like a rip off.. The idea is
entertaining, the first moments of gameplay is fantastic... but you do get bored after a while. Sadly, this game is quite repetetive
and isn't even that challenging. You could easily finish this game within moments. Perhaps it would've been better if it had a
larger variety of gameplay, and more places to explore. Sorry, but this is a thumbs-down from me.
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